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Time Limited Free Keynote Speech Opportunity

How To Get Me To Speak To Your Organisation Or
At Your Event For FREE

My name is Michael Tipper and I want to give you an opportunity to have me

come and speak to your organisation or at your event for free.

Why might I do that?

Well just like the top comedians road test their new material in small venues

before going out on their big stadium tour, I want to road test a new keynote

speech before rolling it out at the big conferences and events in the coming

months.

You'll get a session that will normally cost you thousands of pounds absolutely

FREE!
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It is valuable content that addresses a significant problem many of your people

will probably have to deal with.

It's and engaging, entertaining and more importantly educational session that will

help people struggling with one or more of the following challenges:

If Your People Struggle With Any Of These Then
This FREE Session Is Going To Be Music To Their

Ears
 Difficulty focusing attention on anything for longer than a few minutes (or

even seconds) which means work quality struggles to rise above the

superficial.

 Feelings of dread about going into work because of the sheer volume of

things that need to be done making the work place a source of suffering

instead of a source of satisfaction.

 Challenges making decisions on what to do when there are so many options

of things that need to be done leaving you paralysed and stuck in a state of

learned helplessness.

 Routinely ticking off trivial, simple and shallow tasks from a to do list at the

expense of deeper, meaningful and much more important work.

 Regularly leaving things to the last moment meaning vital work is rushed, ill

thought through and often far below the standard you are capable of

producing.

 Easily distracted by the numerous demands on your time meaning you are

too thinly stretched and unable to produce your best work.
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 Swamped by the huge volume of e mails that bombard your inbox every

single hour.

 Completely exhausted at the end of long and busy days without seeing much

meaningful progress despite the effort you have put in at work.

 Needing to spend a considerable amount of unrecognised and unrewarded

personal time on your work outside of what is considered “normal working

hours” just to keep up.

 And perhaps worryingly for your health and well being, allowing all of the

above to build up to the level where you are overwhelmed, stressed, anxious

and perhaps even depressed!

This session is called:

"Why Time Management Doesn't Work...And
What To Do Instead"

Side Step Procrastination, Eliminate Distractions & Trigger "DO IT NOW"

Momentum To Get Even More Doen 

Here's what it covers:
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All I Need Is An Audience, A Flip Chart And 45
Minutes Of Their Time

"Who Is This Michael Tipper And Is He Any
Good?" I Hear You Ask...
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Here's what just a couple of my clients have said about my presentations:

Many Large International Companies &
Organisations Have Hired Me To Speak

I'm Also In High Demand From The Media
Regularly Appearing On Screen Online, On Air

And In Print 
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I've Got A 20 Year Track Record Of Assisting In
The Growth And Development Of Professional

People Like Yours
I am the host of the Profit Productivity Podcast.  A daily broadcast recounting my

journey developing my own productivity and that of people just like yours. 

My Podcast is an enlightening, honest and frank account of how I have increased

my ability to get more done yet still maintain balance in my life

I am the author of 7 books including “Finding An Hour A Day - How To Free Up An

Extra 60 Minutes From Your Busy Day…Every Day”.

An award-winning international speaker, trainer, facilitator and coach, I have spent

the last 20 years in the people development industry. 

I have personally worked with over 100,000 people across 4 different continents

and has written programmes delivered to over 2 million students and young

people in the UK and Europe.

And I Want To Come And Share Some Of My Most
Recently Acquired Knowledge And Experience

To Your People Or At Your Event FOR FREE!
Instead of my usual keynote fee (£2950.00) I am willing to deliver a session for

you absolutely FREE.
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Remember my reason for doing this is to fine tune my latest keynote presentation

before I roll it out, at FULL FEE, to the larger conference and event circuit in the

coming months.

You'll be doing me a favour to road test this new keynote and in return I'll provide

your people some amazingly helpful information and strategies that WILL be of

incredible value to them.

To Arrange A Booking, Just Email Me At
Himself@MichaelTipper.com 

With The Subject Line "Practice Keynote" 
Or Call Me Now On 
+44(0) 777 553 2612
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“I had the privilege to see Michael at a recent ACE Speaker Showcase where he

was the top rated speaker.  In a short session, his energy, entertaining style, and

value-adding material made him one of the most memorable of the various

speakers seen at the event, and as result I booked him to speak on behalf of

Williams Medical Supplies.”

Andrew Jenkins , Williams Medical Supplies

Check Out My Daily Podcast On This Topic At:

www.Pro�tProductivity.com
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